
UK’s Leading Comparison Website
FreePriceCompare Launches Mortgage
Comparison Service
Getting the right mortgage with all required information is no more tedious task for UK property
buyers as FreePriceCompare come up with mortgage comparison.

LONDON, GREATER LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM, November 22, 2016 /EINPresswire.com/ --
Leading energy expert FreePriceCompare proudly launches mortgage comparison service for its UK
based customers. The energy expert which already provides an array of comparison services for
diverse domains has declared that it will facilitate quick comparison of four types of mortgages which
include ‘Remortgage’, ‘First time Buyer’, ‘Buy to let’ and ‘Purchase’. The company announces that it
will provide its customers with the advice on the eligibility required to apply for the mortgage, compare
all mortgage providers in the UK as well as facilitate comparison of the quotes for mortgages of all
kinds.

The company would suggest the best mortgage providers for the ‘first time buyer’ mortgages. By
offering quick comparison for ‘buy to let’ mortgages, it plans to facilitate landlords with the interest
rates as well as eligibility status. With its team of mortgage experts, FreePriceCompare would provide
effective comparison for ‘purchase mortgages’ etc. The service can be leveraged from today and
customers can benefit from the impartial and transparent comparison of mortgage providers across
the UK.

The customers looking for mortgages would need to provide basic information like property value and
type of mortgage they require and their preferred tenure. After submitting the "request call back form"
from the website, FreePriceCompare's mortgage expert will call the applicants and give details of all
quotes offered by the top lenders along with the interest rate provided by them. The customers can
choose the most suitable lender by checking the details. This way, the company simplifies the
mortgage process.

While launching the service, Shay Ramani, the Founder of FreePriceCompare explained the reason
behind this initiative and said “Our aim is to provide all comparisons under a single roof and we took a
step towards it by adding mortgage comparison service to our already existing array of services. The
service would compare the best UK interest rates for mortgages and suggest the reasonable and
most suitable mortgages to each customer. The idea is to facilitate the customers by simplifying the
process of comparing different types of mortgages.”

FreePriceCompare has announced the mortgage comparison service with an objective to protect the
UK nationals from choosing wrong mortgages. By choosing wrong mortgages, customers would
unnecessarily overspend on higher interests for a long period of time. To protect its customers from
doing such mistakes, FreePriceCompare wants to facilitate them by advising on their eligibility status
before applying for a mortgage and provide customers with all the details of the lenders that offers
better interest rates for remortgaging.
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